
Piecing Partners Quilt Guide Challenge 2024 

CELEBRATING YOU! 

 

RULES: 

Quilts must be made completely by one person.  Only one quilt per person may be entered. 

 

The quilt may be done in any style (traditional, modern, art, etc.)  The top may be made by any 

construction method (piecing, hand or machine appliqued, fused, etc.) 

 

The quilt must have three layers (top, batting & backing).  It must be quilted by you through all 

three layers and the outer edge must be finished.  

 

The completed quilt can be any size, but the total of all sides must not exceed more than 96” 

around all edges.  For example, if your quilt is 24”x24”, the total is 96”.  There is no minimum size.   

 

The quilt must feature the color of your birthstone and include at least one of your birth month 

flowers.  You must select the birthstones and birth month flowers from the items shown. 

 

The quilt must have an appropriately-sized hanging sleeve on the back, as well as a permanently 

attached label listing the name of the Challenge, the name of the quilt, the size of the quilt, your 

name, and the date completed. 

 

A signed release/artist's statement describing where you got your idea and any special techniques 

used must accompany each entry.  The entry deadline is September 18, 2024, at the PPQG 

meeting.  If you cannot attend this meeting in person, please make an appointment to turn 

your quilt in prior to the deadline. 

Each entry must be delivered in a fabric bag/pillowcase labeled with your name, email address 

and telephone number. 

 

Ribbons and cash prizes will be awarded to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners, based on voting 

at the November holiday luncheon. 

 

Quilts that do not meet the size and/or subject requirements will be displayed but will not be 

eligible for prizes. 

 

Challenge quilt entries may be exhibited when possible, but typically a subset of quilts may be 

displayed at local quilt shops and have, on occasion, travelled to local and national quilt shows. 

 

We encourage everyone to participate regardless of your quilting expertise!  It’s amazing to see 

the diversity in the creations when the entries are displayed! 

 

If you have any questions, please contact the Challenge Quilt Committee:   

    Teri Christakos (303) 885-8919 or Jodi Wycoff (775) 762-3101 

 



 


